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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent

Trash Compactor, Incinerator, Junkyard, or swamp. Into The Garbage Chute, Flyboy (V). âž�â€¢10. Cancel Watto's Chance Cube OR If one of your characters of ... 
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The SWCCG Player's Committee presents



Virtual Cards Virtual Set #2



To use these cards, simply print them out and cut out the area beneath the card title, and place the cutout in a sleeve with the original card. We recommend using opaque sleeves. If you use clear sleeves, the cutout must be attached to the original card using tape or some other adhesive so the cutout does not slide. The adhesive must not be visible and must not noticably increase the thickness of the card, if it does, the tournament director may interpret that as cheating and penalize you appropriately.



•Affect Mind (V)



•General Dodonna (V)



DEFENSIVE SHIELD



D



3 While at a Rebel Base during your control phase, may use 1 Force: ZRebel pilot of ability < 3, 5 Gospic, or an Admiral's Order.



Plays on table. While Inner Strength not on table, opponent may only use 1 combat card per turn. While opponent has 2 Dark Jedi on Naboo, you lose no more than 2 Force to Force drains at opponent's Naboo sites. Let Them Make the First Move may only target droids and spies.



••7 ••1



Han's Back (V)



•Biggs Darklighter (V)



Use 1 Force: X(or retrieve from Lost Pile) Han, Han's Heavy Blaster Pistol, or the Falcon. OR Cancel a weapon destiny targeting Han or the Falcon, causing opponent to redraw.



2 Deploys free to Red 3, Beggar's Canyon, or same location as Hobbie or Fel. Adds 2 power to any5 thing he pilots. Red 3 has an astromech aboard. Once during your control phase, may ZOld Times.



••8 ••2



•C-3PO (V) 3 During a battle at a site with R2-D2, may not be targeted by weapons and may draw one destiny, 4 subtracting that amount from opponent's total



power. Once per game, may place all your effects that are not immune to Alter into your Used Pile. ••3



Cantina Brawl (V) If a battle was just initiated at an interior site where both players have a participating character with a weapon, your weapon destiny draws there are +1 (+3 if at Cantina) for remainder of turn.



Han's Dice (V)



Note: These cards will not be legal for tournament play until Saturday, June 1, 2002. Legal for Regional and Open qualifiers on Saturday, June 8th.



Cancel Watto's Chance Cube OR If one of your characters of ability > 2 is in a battle, use 1 Force to cancel a just drawn destiny and cause a redraw. Once per turn, when drawn for destiny, may take into hand to cause a redraw. ••9



Into The Garbage Chute, Flyboy (V) Add one battle destiny during a battle at any Trash Compactor, Incinerator, Junkyard, or swamp.



••10 ••4



•Jawa Siesta (V)



Demotion (V)



Deploy on table. Your unique (•) Jawas are defense value +1 and you may add one destiny to power only during a battle at a Tatooine exterior site involving your unique Jawa.



Use 2 Force to deploy on an Imperial leader of ability < 5 or a senator. That character's gametext is canceled. Effect lost if present with another Demotion.
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•K'lor'slug (V)



Escape Pod (V)



Deploy on table. Your characters present about to be lost during battle (before the damage segment) remain in play and must be forfeited for 0 at end of battle. Non-jedi characters without weapons are immune to Bad Feeling Have I. (Immune to Alter).



Cancel a Force drain at a holosite. OR If opponent is about to place your character out of play, place that character in your Lost Pile instead. OR Zany dejarik, hologram, or any holosite.



••12 ••6



Not endorsed or sponsored by Lucasfilm Ltd.



2002 SWCCG Player's Committee
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

To use these cards, simply print them out and cut out the area beneath the card title, and place the cutout in a sleeve with the original card. We recommend using ...
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Sep 20, 2002 - â€¢Leia (V). A. 2. 3. âž‚â€¢14. Opponent's game text on your non-docking bay. Yavin 4 sites is canceled. During your turn, may place in Used Pile to ...
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Sep 20, 2002 - Not endorsed or sponsored by Lucasfilm Ltd. 2002 SWCCG Player's Committee. The SWCCG Player's Committee presents. Virtual Cards.
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Not endorsed or sponsored by Lucasfilm Ltd. 2002 SWCCG ... to the original card using tape or some other adhesive so the cutout does not slide. The adhesive must ... copies of that card are destiny -3. Grappling Hook (V). âž‚â€¢10. Deploy on table. O
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Sep 20, 2002 - The SWCCG Player's Committee presents. Virtual Cards. Virtual Set #3. Leia Seeker (V). â€¢Spice Mines of Kessel (V). Reactor Terminal (V).
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

â€¢Jawa Pack (V). âž�â€¢38. Note: These cards ... card of your Reserve Deck to both players. May place revealed card on your Reserve Deck, Force. Pile, or Used Pile.
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Use 1 Force: (or retrieve from Lost Pile) Leia,. Leia's Blaster Rifle, or Leia's Sporting Blaster. OR Use 2 Force to add 2 to a Force drain where. Leia is present.
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Virtual Cards #1 - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

May add 2 pilots or passengers. Once per control phase, may use 1 Force (free if Dutch aboard) to take the top or bottom card of your Force Pile into hand.
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Young Jedi Virtual Cards 

Play at start. Limit one per deck. Once per game, during your Even Up step, you may shuffle your hand into your deck, and Even Up. You cannot do this if you.
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Young Jedi Virtual Cards 

Play at start. Limit one per deck. Draw 2 extra cards when defending a duel with a non-dueling character. Choose one planet. Your opponent's characters can ...
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Young Jedi Virtual Cards 

Senior Jedi Council Member. DAMAGE. 2 When she deploys, you may take Senator. Palpatine into hand from draw deck. Queen Amidala. Voice of Her People.
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Young Jedi Virtual Cards 

To use these cards, simply print them out and cut out the area beneath the card title, and place the cutout in a sleeve with the original card. We recommend using ...
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Young Jedi Virtual Cards 

Use with Sebulba. Add power bonus only if he fights Anakin, Jar Jar, or Anakin's Friend. Play at start. Limit one per deck. Once per game, during your Even Up ...
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Virtual Cards - Star Wars Universe 

Feb 5, 2003 - artillery weapons at same and related sites are considered 'powered' and are forfeit +2. â€¢General Carlist Rieekan (V). â€¢Frostbite (V). Dual Laser ...
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Virtual Cards - Star Wars Universe 

Feb 5, 2003 - During a battle at a site, if you are about to draw a card for battle destiny, you may instead use the maneuver number of your combat vehicle in ...
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Young Jedi Virtual Cards .fr 

Escort Unit. âž�â€¢JC-79. DAMAGE. 3. When he deploys you may deploy Gasgano's. Podracer from your draw deck. If Gardulla the. Hutt on current planet, may play ...
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Virtual Set 6 - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Senators are deploy +2. May lose 1 Force to cause a combat card to be lost. A. â€¢Civil Disorder (V). â€¢Civil Disorder (V). E F F E C T. âž…â€¢6. If your Lobot on Cloud ...
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Virtual Set 5-1.pub - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

â€¢Hiding In The Garbage (V). Deploy on table. Once per turn, you may deploy a character from your Lost Pile. Whenever you lose a character from table, place it ...
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Lucky Cards 

Il y a 5 jours - Roissy Charles de Gaulle cedex organise sur internet, un jeu gratuit ... société organisatrice et de leur famille (même nom, même adresse) et ...
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Biz cards 
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reaction cards 

K.Garnier-Colas- LP Doriole- La Rochelle. CONTRADICT. Sunday is a day for the family. GIVE AN EXEMPLE. Sunday is a day for the family. REFORMULATE.
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Introduction Components Progress cards 

Aug 17, 2015 - experienced with the Expert cards of the base game. Components. 1. 6 Two-sided Player Boards. 2 34 Dynasties cards. 3. 6 Turmoil cards.
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AXIS COMMON SPECIAL CARDS 

AXIS COMMON SPECIAL CARDS. Air ace. Alertness. Ambush. Armorer's miracle. AP minefield. Arty ammo dump. Arty ammo out. Arty preplan. Assault team.
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Debian and smart cards 

Agenda. â€¢ Who am I? â€¢ What is a smart card. â€¢ Smart cards packages in Debian. â€¢ Why use a smart card. â€¢ What to buy? â€¢ Online information. â€¢ Conclusion ...
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